OREGON WIND ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL

Flute/Piccolo
Haley Cameron
Elizabeth Erenberg
Gabriel Ganey
Juli Herbert
Amy Kerker *

Oboe/English Horn
Jeremy Curtis
Tyler Stollberg *
Cooper Wright

Clarinet
Jesse Montgomery
Marissa Ochsner
Camille Perezselsky
Katie Thomas
Lia Thomas *
Lauren Wagner
Anna Waite

Bass Clarinet
Joey Scott

Bassoon/Contrabassoon
Zoé Bardsley
Joey Hartman *
Casey Paulsen

Saxophone
Mariko Ross *
David Sommers
Jonathan Schilling
Nathan Irby

Horn
Kaila Finlayson
Nicole Redding
Erika Rudnicki *
Kenneth Westcott

Trumpet
Patrick DeGiovanni
Melanie Garrett
Vu Nguyen
Tim Pierson
Keemun Senff
Zac Tendick
Sarah Viens *

Trombone
Ryan Chaney *
Evan Stewart
Shira Fadeley *

Euphonium
Hassan Shiban *
Jeff Maggi

Tuba
Seth Horner *
Charles Nickles

Timpani
Brian Schuster *

Percussion
Cory Miner *
Merlin Showalter
Brian Banegas
John Glade
Donny Ebel

* principal

108th Season, 29th program
March from *Symphonic Metamorphosis of Themes by Carl Maria von Weber* (1945) (1895–1963) arr. Keith Wilson


Tempered Steel (1998) Charles Rochester Young (b. 1965)

* * *

If you are in the company of a small child or someone who may inadvertently cause distractions, kindly sit near a rear exit and be prepared to leave in a timely fashion. Please respect our artists and your fellow concert goers. House management reserves the right to request exiting the Hall when appropriate.